Date: July 13, 2011

Subject: PMLR Public Art Advisory Committee
June 22, 2011 Meeting Summary

Present: Mark Annen, Christine Bourdette, Kristin Calhoun, Jef Gunn, Alicia Hamilton, Matt Menely, Gary Michael, Cheryl Snow

Absent: Bob Hastings, Eleanore Hunter

Staff: Liz Crane, Mary Priester, Claudia Steinberg, DeeAnn Sandberg, Michelle Traver

Guests: Elizabeth Conner, Brian Goldbloom, Beth Ragel

Staff Update
Michelle Traver reported that she will be participating in the open house at Milwaukie High school on Monday, June 27. On June 30, there will be a PMLR bridge groundbreaking event to which committee members are invited. Live bridge cams recording the bridge construction can be accessed through the project website.

The 60% drawings are now completed and the estimators will begin their work including developing cost estimates for the art infrastructure.

Seyed Alavi has received some higher than expected cost estimates for fabrication and will be revising the scale and/or surface finish of his sculpture to stay within his given budget.

Preliminary Presentation: Lincoln Station
Elizabeth Conner made a presentation regarding her process and thinking regarding artwork at Lincoln Station. The committee acknowledged that this is a challenging site with both historic and present day significance. They responded positively to her concept of the site as a proscenium stage and her understanding of how the artwork should function. No action was required.

Revised Concept: Lake Rd Station
Brian Goldbloom presented his revised concept for the north entrance of Lake Rd Station. Committee members responded favorably to the diminished scale of the framework, but were skeptical that the engineering would allow it. They agreed on the following direction:

- Provide concept engineering
- Provide drawing illustrating concept within site context
- Consider bringing color back into frame.

The next meeting is scheduled for July 27, 2011.